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Monster hunter world reddit beginner guide

Hello, everybody. I do this, I'm diving and going from MH:W. This will be my first game with a monster hunter. I watched some random videos and read some tutorials for beginners, but I did not know if the Reddit community has a comprehensive beginner's guide to MH: W. The things I read was fast and dirty, and it's from places like Polygon and Kotaku.Page 2 14 comments as
the title says, for my friend and me is the first time ever we played MH and we had no idea what to do or where to go .... FYI I play with the spear of a bug and my boy with double swords at the moment, but he is not sure about this EDIT Thank you all!!! So from what I am that everyone agrees, take everything, artisan potions and objects and stack on the bottom, always wear flash
and torn pods, palicos are great. Hi friends, I'm at work and I just bought the game, so I'm planning on playing it when I get home, can you give me useful tips for beginners ? Page 2A fewer 2 years 43 comments Hey guys! As a new hunter, I was a little sad not to see a single post containing all the guides together in one place for hunters who look at pleasure. So that's exactly
what I'm going to do. I entered a guide in a Reddit search for r/MonsterHunter and filtered through the gun manuals, collecting resource cards, etc., and have made a handy little list below! I decided what posts to link to the amount of upvotes, how the posts were written and feedback in the comments. Opinions that were super short and not very informative were omitted. If you
think there is one missing that should be added, mention it below in the comments and I will edit the post! NOTE: For those of you who have copied / pasted the guides from, if you come up with a new one, let me know and I will add it to the list! Also, the PO means the original date of publication of this postGuides, Megathread's information and resource /r/MonsterHunterWorld
courtesy of /u/ Gamer3427The Hunter's Source discusses ChannelMonster Hunter World Disco LovenKiraikoMHWG (the site is in Japanese, but you can use Chrome to translate. very detailed information.) FextraLifeNote's World Monstrous Monster Hunter Wiki: This NoobsGuides, while mostly funny, can be informative. I learned you could take the stone from a tower-ku from
them. If you don't like this section, just move. EDIT24: All previous edits and redid formatting have been removed. Any further updates will be made by placing the date in the date column. Page 2 253 comments Real conversation, it would have been a response to another post, but I realized that it could help more hunters if I made it my own post. A few general tips for beginners,
though, and things I would like to know when I started:- About the health of a monster, you can look at the heart rate in the lower left corner to adhere to the general about where the monster is, health wise. There are more or fewer models 3 you'll see: Large spikes, medium spikes and an almost flat line.- IIRC, the monster drops a a a -Try every weapon you like. All weapons are
perfectly capable of you through this game. Each of them has a different fighting style. Find out who suits you the most.- Use Hunter's Guide to learn about monstrous weaknesses and where weaknesses are for different types of damage. Unfortunately, the first few times you fight them, you will not be able to see anything until you collect some traces and go to the explorer to turn
the mentioned songs, although there is a huge debate, for which it is better: elementary damage or raw damage. Ignore it for the rest of the game and want to build the epic build. Just use the weapon you like best and feel most comfortable with and you'll do well.- Along the same line, you don't need to have multiple weapons in different items to get through the game. Following
only one tree for a weapon works well. If you have one suggestion, I would recommend a thunderous element. - Take it all. Bones, ore, traces, flora, everything. It is better to have too much than not enough .- Bring at least mega potions, potions and honey, so you can craft more mega potions if you need them. For water, thunder and dragon blight, bring numberi. Just roll 3 times or
once in water for fire layer. You can't fix paralysis. Bring energy decoction to sleep on a swamp. There are other details, but in general it is enough. You'll learn the details over time and play more. Playing in groups is quite fun and you can often learn things that would take you a while, if ever, to discover for yourself.- It's good to fail the first couple's search/ several times. You will
learn the monsters moving over time and get really good and predict their movements. They have quite limited running, so once you get an idea of what they represent, it becomes a little easier.- Explore things. There is tremendous tracking for MHW and many people have had the same questions/concerns you have. That's one of my favorite things in this game. My YouTube go-
tos are arrekz, Gaijin Hunter, TagbackTV, Rourikan, Gameconomist and Darkherboiming... and maybe a few more. You'll learn more about the skills and decorations and it'll probably be your bumper end game, so it's much better to upgrade it then.- If you want to farm for materials, 100% go for investigations. It is much easier to get more and better materials through investigations
than optional quests.- IMO, except, capture is better than killing for several reasons. One, you'il get a few more rewards. Second, you can catch the monster of ~ 15% life, - How is it caught? Trap the monster with a shock trap or trap trap and then either drop two tranq bombs or hit it with two tranq ammunition on HBG or LBG.- How to know when the monster can be captured: a
good rule of thumb is that if you can see the skull above the monster and/or the monster is limping, you should be able to capture it. From time to time, it doesn't work, and you have to do a little more damage before you can film it. There are so many other useful things to know, but this is the majority of it for beginners. Can other experienced hunters think of anything else I've
missed for beginners? Also, please correct me if I'm wrong !!!! Page 2 15 comments MHW will be my first monster hunter ever. Are there any tips/information you want to know before you start playing for the first time? (PC) Thanks to the incredible acceptance of my previous post, How to Keep in MH: World, I decided to expand it here by climbing on a few common concepts and
strategies that we have learned more veterans so that we can help new players find there in the game. As always, if you have something important to add or notice something that needs to be corrected, please let me know. Let's start with a few concepts that are invaluable to any hunter, regardless of rank or weapon. These are things that every player needs to do well to
remember and move on to new players when you find them. The most important thing to remember is not to get hit. Your life is more important than getting an extra hit in the goal, and in higher ranks you can be a shot at a lot of things. If once 3 is used, this is a failed task. You have 50 minutes to complete the search, it is better to use all the time to win than to get a sloppy tide and
fail. The second most important thing is to damage it. Your equipment is made of armor to protect yourself, and a weapon to kill things with. If you have not done damage, then you are not useful. - Heaps. Horde everything and gather in bulk. It is always better to have more than one resource than enough. And better not to sell things, since you never know what you will need later.
If you need to sell things for any reason, be sure to easily sell things easily replaced and never sell earth crystals or other ores. You don't want to rearrange them, and there's a good chance you'il have hundreds of them. Friendly friendly fire is something in this game. That means your attacks can hit your team members, but we won't do them any damage. Your attacks can be
deleted or sent flying. Watch out for any attack that has a rifle that has spread ammunition, all sorts of hoists and every big explosion. Try not to hit your teammates and try not to hit yourself. Try not to wear casual You are more than welcome to help them and teach them about the game, I encourage everyone to do it. But please don't get your best. your own. equipment and
make hunting pointless for the people who start. It hurts the community more in the long run than it helps this player. Don't forget to have fun. Above all, this is a game designed to be enjoyed. From there, we'll dive directly into more general advice on gun categories and a slight touch in one piece of advice for using each. I don't intend to go too deep into every weapon, as anyone
can produce information that is valuable to themselves. If you would like to add detailed information about a weapon below or in another post, be more than happy to note that you have done so in this post or link to you, even if you make a separate post. Let's start with blademaster's weapons. To begin with, we're going to review something that all these guns share, which is an
important thing to keep an eye on. Sharpness. All Blademaster weapons have a knife-shaped measuring device that shows how sharp your weapon is. How acute is your weapon effects how much damage your deal attacks and if they can penetrate targets hiding to deal with damage. An early game tried to get to a weapon with green or better sharpness soon. Yellow sharpness
has a penalty for damage applied to it, so it is best to avoid it. Sharpness drops when you attack a target, but can be restored using a winding to fix it. Second, all these weapons are dealing with either a rare malfunction. It is important to know, as the targets are armored in a way that one of these is more effective in one of the strike zones than in the other type is to learn where to
aim against your goals. From here sick give a brief description of blademaster weapons, and a brief overview of some strategies to go with them and other unique features of them. The great sword. The Great Sword is an iconic weapon for the game, a giant mass of steel or a large bone carved into a sharp blade, perfect for splitting a goal. It is a very slow and decisive weapon,
with most of the damage it can handle behind attack attacks that take several minutes to stand by. The reward for this, however, is the ability to deal with the most damage in a single blow. When not attack best to keep the weapon to put quickly to deal with more damage. The weapon can be used to block, but better to hide as a lockdown with drastically eaten in the sharpness of
the weapon. Sword and Shield. A perfect weapon for beginners to start with, but more than capable of maintaining in the higher ranks of play. The one-handed kit and a small shield allow for both great flexibility and protection to be used if necessary. It is also the only weapon that is able to use objects and slingshot, while in hand, which gives you great potential to trigger traps on a
target or lure it into one. His quick hit attacks also make him decent at applying the effects of the condition dealing with elementary damage, so there are different things to try. The shield may even be in several attacks to apply KO damage to target if you hit the head. Eat KO King. Big stupid and sometimes stupid clubs used to beat the target into submission, or unconscious.
Weapons attacks innate will deal with the damage of ko and when enough is accomplished, the goal is KO-ed and will fall on the flames for a while and will be vulnerable to further attacks. The weapon also has its own selection of attacks with different effects, depending on the level of charge or if you are moving or not. Lance Pairing or the large spear and massive shield make
for a great combination. With the spear, you can attack both directly in front of you and at an angle with great protection. These attacks can be made in chains of 3, but at a decent. The Lances' attacks also have a unique ability to change between Slyshing and Blunt damage dealing with whatever the best choice for their target area hits. Paired with lance being the strongest shield
that can block any attack that can be thrown out of your way. The shield can even be used to counteract massive damage. But all this limits your movements and prevents you from avoiding normally, instead replacing it with a short hop that can be used to reposition and block your attacks better. Double blades. Quick striking weapons that compensate for the low damage of a hit
by hitting a more ridiculous number of times, sacrificing the ability to block. This is achieved by using what is known as demon mode. When used, increases attack speed and speed of movement, even gives you new combinations to use and a list of other small falses. However, it comes at the cost of eating away at your endurance while you're active. But if you deal with enough
damage in demon mode, you will temporarily unlock Archaden Mode. This extra has its own combination moving to use and not eating your endurance, but is limited to buying a drainage meter that can only be filled in demon mode. This weapon extreme attack speed makes it ideal for dealing elementary damage to a target. - This is Ganans. You're holding on to the spear shield,
now you've dragged a spear modified to fire explosive projectiles directly into the target. There are 3 types of projectiles, which are used by different guns. Normal, wide, and long, these 3 are better to use in a certain style of play. It is normal to combine with all shells at once, Wide to fire them one by one, and Long is best at using Wyvern Fire. Wyvern Fire is an explosive move
that can only be used once a few minutes, as the weapon needs to be cooled. New in the world is an addition to the Wormstrike cannon. It's a large shell that was stabbed in the face and then blown up, causing serious damage. These shells have a unique feature for dealing with static damage. No matter where the target hits you with a shell you do the same damage, so they are
ideal for attacking the most difficult parts monster to break. - Let's replace Brad. This is weapons that can be transformed. they start in Ax mode, having a large range and a hard damaged output. If you attack with it, it will generate energy in a buffer stored in the weapon. This energy can be used to turn the weapon into a large sword with a greater range, and depending on the type
of energy give boost damage or elemental or state damage. Energy is consumed with each attack in sword mode, but if enough attacks are made, the energy stored becomes awakened giving you access to an attack in the witch you mount a target, grabbing your sword in it and detonating the energy in it. Load a blade. Another weapon capable of transforming, this time from a
sword and a shield into a large battle axe. In the sword and shield more the weapon generates energy, this energy should be regularly stored in the shield. Once the energy is stored in the shield, it can be used for different things. It can be released in axe mode, unloading in any attack or in large bursts, using part of it. It can be used to charge the shield, allowing it to block more
efficiently. With the shield loaded, the sword can be loaded for a powerful attack that leaves the knife to feed. The weapon is also able to unload the ingress of energy stored in the shield in an attack that handles massive damage all at once. A little difficult to use, but the animations of weapons transformations to and from modes contain frames with the shield in front of your
character, during this frame you will block as if the shield are equipped to keep your attack going. Long sword. Swords are the length of great swords, but have far less circumference. As a result of long thin blades, capable of rapid attacks and movement, but can not keep. As you attack, you will fill in a resource meter that can be used to carry out various special attacks. First of
all is Spirit Combo, a series of attacks that consume the resource counter to use, but if the last attack in combo hits, the pressure gauge will start to glow and give you damage. This can be arranged a total of 3 times, changing the color of the gauge to match. A new move to the series follows – the Spirit of Helmet Splitter. A large attack that sends you high into the air to descend
with a high damage attack. The attack consumes a charge on your gauge to use, but causes the gauge to fill itself for a while. In the end, there's a counter attack. If you hit during it, you will move forward attack in front of you if you connect to connect a sensor, but if you miss it empties. Hunting horn. Blunt force weapon, which is also a musical instrument. The weapon has the
same ability as the hammer to deal with the damage of ko in each attack, but not so much in each, but can attack a little faster. With each rotation of the weapon, a note is issued, each different attack creating a different note. If the right notes are cut together a song can be played, these songs provide buffs for you and team members Range. They can be things of healing and
infinite endurance, or resistance to loud noises or heat. And each horn has a separate set of songs depending on what notes can play.11.Insect Glave Pole shoulder, a pair with a large domesticated insect. The insect is mainly used to attack a target and return to you with an extract of it. You get different depending on which part the insect is directed at and they can be used to
generate a large personal buff for a while. The pole hand is used both to directly attack a goal with powerful combinations at a decent pace and to ensure mobility. You can vault into the air on command to reach high targets, or try to mount one. If an air strike hits a little endurance can be used to shoot you into the air again using the insect, it can last as long as you have stamina
or tell you that you miss an attack. This huge wall of TXT fills in a common list of information about 11 Blademaster weapons if you have any requests for detailed information about one please ask. From here, we'il start with some information about the range weapons, better known as Gunner weapons. Each of these weapons fires missiles. Or high-caliber bullets or massive
arrows. They have an unlimited number of regular ammunition by default, but are limited to what other ammunition they can use and how many of them you can carry at a time. Each weapon has access to different types of ammunition and may not be able to use some. In addition, all ammunition that deal with physical damage is subject to critical range. This is an optimal range
that, when within your shot, deals with maximum damage. Much closer or further from the target and will handle less damage. You can find out if within the correct range, when aiming at the target, crosshair will change shape. Moreover, even if you wear exactly the same equipment as Blademaster, you will have less physical protection than them. However, you will have better
resistance to a simple attack. So now we have a few details of the shooter's three weapons. Light saon. Mobile weapon with many different photos. This weapon is distinguished by the rapid application of the effects of the condition and the squeeze of elemental damage. Its ability to do this thanks to a special ability, which is called rapid fire. Fast fire allows shots to be fired at
once, but for the price of only one amunit. Different light bows have access to different types of fire cartridges, some even have it for explosive ammunition. A new option for the weapon in the world is to be able to place up to 3 explosive charges in the ground. Any shot that crosses the area directly above the charges will detonate a small explosion that damages something
nearby, they can be fired repeatedly, but after a while they explode into an explosive. Heavy A slower-moving Bowgun, which has access to special heavy ammunition, and other types of ammunition of a higher caliber. This is generally considered to be a weapon capable of dps is possible. Previously, most damage would come from normal or drilling shots, but ammunition like
cluster shots that fall high damaging explosions, as if fired from mortar are well worth using. They also have access to two unique special types of ammunition. Weaversert and Wivensnip. Wyvernheart charges his weapon and allows you to quickly ignite from flames of high damage Gatling style, while Wyvernsnipe loads a single explosive sniper shell and as lying prone to igniting
it in a target for very high burst damage. Bow. High-voltage hunters shake to fire heavy bolts capable of drilling thick skin. Unlike the previous two weapons, this one doesn't have ammunition, and instead has coatings that work the same way but change your base shots. More importantly, how he fires the weapon. It consumes endurance to pull back and charge a shot, and at
different levels of charge the shot will have different properties based on the statistics of your bow. First of all, it changes the way the shot is fired, often a barrage of arrows or as a wide line of them. The greater the charge, the more damage the shot does. Bows are also the only long-range weapon that can have innate elemental damage that applies to any attack, but cannot use
elementary ammunition. Besides the weapons you carry, there's another very important thing that all hunters need to know. And that's what the objects are that you can use on the hunt. These could be things to hint at, or help an ally. And we'il go through some of the most useful now. Let's start with traps. These careless devices are used to physically hold the target using one of
two methods. The first is a classic trap trap. It's a hole with a net, what more can he ask for? The second is a hit trap, this one holds the target with an electric shock, which causes him to spasm. Regardless of the trap used, there are several things to note. Not all traps will work on all targets. Some are smart enough to avoid them or destroy them, others are simply too big, and
some can be described as giant rubber turkeys. Efficiency is determined by the status of monsters. When a monster infuriates or drains traps will work more or less time, or some may not work at all. Some monsters that would avoid traps before you will even stop doing so as they rage or are too exhausted to focus. Next, we pass over an element that best pairs with the traps.
Barrel bombs. These are explosive casts of black powder used to divert damage to a stationary target. They are also in several variants. To get started is the bomb in a small barrel. It's an explosive the size of a small upholstery and it's armed with a wick. A few seconds after it's been placed, it's going to explode and they're going to get closer to everything. After is the bomb in
large barrels. This explosive is a little lower and it's hit. There are a few details about these elements as well. there is also a limit on the number of materials available in the inventory and the materials for making to do more. so use wisely. Absolutely everything. One of the most effective ways to take them down is even a loaded blow from a large sword against a sleeping
target.they can be improved. Both sizes have + version, which is done by adding shrapnel of some kind to it. Often times in the form of scattered fish. Now we're going to move on to a different class of bombs. Flash bomb and sonic bomb. Names are pretty indicative of what they're doing. The flash bomb releases a dazzling light disorienting every target. And the sonic bomb is
used to do the same for creatures with sharp hearing, as well as to destroy and confuse targets in water or underground. Here we will start skipping Buff Items To start they come in the main form of seeds. Adamant Seeds and can seed. They give you a twin of defense and attack the statistics accordingly. They can be further upgraded by combining them together with Catalyst to
create Armorskin and Demondrug. Both can be improved once more by combining them with Pale Extract Creating Mega Armor and Mega Demondrug. But there's still something else you can do with them. If mega demondrug or Mega Armorskin is combined with medium-sized monster bone, they will state demon flute or Armor flute. These elements will provide the connected buff
to all allies in range, but they have a chance to be broken with any use. Besides buff objects used to modify protection or attack force we have several that change endurance consumption. Enter the juice from the dish. Drinking will temporarily prevent your endurance from going down, for a few minuets at least. And this was done with the help of Catalyst and a rare steak. And of
course, this has an updated version. Mega juice from the th. It has a much longer effect off, but a more expensive recipe for me. A yes extract and a well-made Steak.A word of note are required in relation to the recipes of the above elements. Pale extract and wax extract are the two elements usually collected from large monsters. None of the monsters from which they can be
collected have made an appearance in the upcoming title. But it is likely that if not introduced, the recipes will be changed from what above, to an alternative way of collecting, to be introduced. Please leave the information or corrections you need to add. There's more I'm going to add when I find time. Edit: the first wave of additions and fixes in progress! Page 2,80 comments
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